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slender.     A  glandular  pouch  surrounded  by  a  thick  tuft  of  rigid  hairs  in-
side of  the  hind  legs.

COLOUR.

The  Virginian  Deer  varies  considerably  in   colour  at   different  period*  of
the  year.  In  the  spring  it   is  of  a  dusky  reddish  or  fulvous  colour  above,
extending  over  the  whole  head.  back,  upper  surface  of  the  tail  and  along
the  sides.   In  the  autumn  it   is   of   a   bluish  or  lead  colour,   and  in  winter
the  hairs  on  the  upper  surface  are  longer  and  more  dense  and  of  a  brown-

ish dark  tint.  Beneath  the  chin,  throat,  belly,  inner  surface  of  legs,  and
under  side  of  tail,   white.   There  is   no  perceptible  difference  in  colour  be-

tween the  sexes.

The  fawns  are  at  lirst.   bright  reddish-brown,  spotted  with  irregular  lon-
gitudinal rows  of  white.  These  spots  become  less  visible  as  the  animal

grows  older,  and  in  the  course  of  about  four  months  the  hairs  are  replaced
by  others,  and  it  assumes  the  colour  of  the  old  ones.

DIMENSION?.

Feet.    Inches.
Length   from   nose   to   root   of   tail,   5         4

"        of   tail,    (vertebra),          .....   g
"        including   hairs.   .....   j          \
"        Height   of   ear,   .....   5^

HABITS.

Perhaps  no  species  of  wild  animal  inhabiting  North- America,  deserves  to
be  regarded  with  more  interest  than  the  subject  of  our  present  article,  the
Common   or   Virginian   Deer:   its   symmetrical   form,   graceful   curving   leap
or  bound,  and  its  rushing  speed,  when,  flying  before  its  pursuers,  it  pa
like   a   meteor   by   the   startled   traveller   in   the   forest,   exciting   admiration,
though  he  be  ever  so  dull  an  observer.

The  tender,  juicy,  savoury,  and  above  all.  digestible  qualities  of  its  flesh
are  well  known  ;  and  venison  is  held  in  highest  esteem  from  the  camp  of
the  backwoodman  to  the  luxurious  tables  of   the  opulent,   and,   when  not
kept  too  long  (  a  common  error  in  our  large  cities  by  the  way)  a  fat  haunch
with  jelly   and  chafing  dishes  is   almost   as   much  relished,   as   a   "hunter's
steak,"  cooked  in  the  open  air  on  a  frosty  evening  far  away  in  the  west.
I'he  skin  is  of  the  greatest  service  to  the  wild  man,  and  also  useful  to  the

dweller  in  towns  ;  dressed  and  smoked  by  the  squaw,  until  soft  and  pliable,
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and   dainty   in   its   taste.   At   these   seasons   it   frequently   leaps   fences,   and
visits  the  fields  of  the  planter,  taking  an  occasional  bite  at  his  young  wheat
and   oats,   not   overlooking   the   green   corn,   (Make.)   and   giving   a   decided
preference  to  a  field  planted  with  cow-peas,  which  it   divests  of  its  young
pods  and  tender   leaves;   nor   does   it   pass   lightly   by   berries   of   all   kinds,
such   as   the   Huckleberry,   Blackberry   and   Sloe,   (Viburnum   prunifolium.)
We  are  informed  by  a  friend  that  in  the  vicinity  of   Nashville,   (Tenessee,)
there  is  an  extensive  park  containing  about  three  hundred  Deer,  the  prin-

cipal food  of  which  is  the  luxuriant  Kentucky  blue-grass,  (Poa  pratensis.)
In  autumn  it  finds  an  abundance  of  very  choice  food  in  the  chestnuts,  chin-
quepins   and   beech-nuts   strewn   over   the   ground.   The   localities   of   the
various  oaks  are  resorted  to,  and  we  have  seen  its  tracks  most  abundantly
under   the   Live   Oak,   (Quercus   virens,)   the   acorns   of   which   it   appears   to
prefer  to  all  others.  We  once  observed  three  deer  feeding  on  these  acorns,
surrounded   by   a   flock   of   wild   turkeys,   all   eagerly   engaged   in   claiming
their   share.   The   fruit   of   the   Persimmon   tree,   after   having   been   ripened
by  the  frosts  of  winter,  falls  to  the  ground,  and  also  becomes  a  favourite
food  of  the  Deer.

Possessing  such  a  choice  of  food,  we  might  suppose  this  animal  would
be   always   fat  :   this,   however,   is   not   the   case,   and,   except   at   certain
seasons   of   the   year,   the   Deer   is   rather   poor.   The   bucks   are   always
in   fine   order   from   the   month   of   August   to   November,   when   we   have
seen   some   that   were   very   fat.   One   which   we   killed   weighed   one
hundred   and   seventy-five   pounds.   We   have   been   informed   that   some
have   reached   considerably   over   two   hundred   pounds.   In   November,   and
sometimes  a  little  earlier,  the  rutting  season  commences  in  Carolina,  when
the   neck   of   the   buck   begins   to   dilate   to   a   large   size.   He   is   now   con-

stantly on  foot,  and  nearly  in  a  full  run,  in  search  of  the  does.  On  meet-
ing with  other  males,  tremendous  battles  ensue,  when,  in  some  rare  in-

stances, the  weaker  animal  is  gored  to  death  ;  generally,  however,  he  flies
from   the   vanquisher,   and   follows   him,   crest   fallen,   at   a   respectful   and
convenient  distance,  ready  to  turn  on  his  heels  and  scamper  off"  at  the  first
threat   of   his   victorious  rival.   In   these  rencontres,   the  horns  of   the  com-

batants sometimes  become  interlocked  in  such  a  manner  that  they  cannot
be  separated,  and  the  pugnacious  bucks  are  consigned  to  a  lingering  and
inevitable   death   by   starvation.   We   have   endeavoured   to   disengage   these
horns,  but  found  them  so  completely  entwined  that  no  skill  or  strength  of
ours  was  successful.   We  have  several   times  seen  two,   and  on  one  occa-

sion, three  pairs  of  horns  thus  interlocked,  and  ascertained  that  the  skulls
and  skeletons  of  the  Deer  had  always  been  found  attached.  These  battles
only  take  place  during  the  rutting  season,  when  the  horns  are  too  firmly
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attached  to   be   separated  from  the   skull.   Indeed,   we  have   seen  a   horn
shot  off   in   the  middle  by  a   ball,   whilst   the  stump  still   continued  firmly
seated   on   the   skull.   The   ratting   season   continues   about   two   months.
the  largest  and  oldest  does  being  earliest  sought  for,  and  those  of  eighteen
months   at   a   later   period.   About   the   month   of   January,   the   bucks
drop   their   horns,   when,   as   if   conscious   of   having   been   shorn   of   their
strength   and   honours,   they   seem   humbled,   and   congregate   peaceably
with   each   other,   seeking   the   concealment   of   the   woods,   until   they   can
once  more  present  their  proud  antlers  to  the  admiring  herd.  Immediately
after   the   rutting   season,   the   bucks   begin   to   grow   lean.   Their   incessant
travelling   during   the   period   of   venery—  their   fierce   battles   with   their
rivals,   and   the   exhaustion   consequent   on   shedding   and   replacing   their
horns  by   a   remarkably   rapid   growth,   render   them  emaciated  and  feeble
for   several   months.   About   three   weeks   after   the   old   antlers   have   been
shed,   the   elevated   knobs   of   the   young   horns   make   their   appearance.
They  are  at  firsl   suit   and  tender,   containing  numerous  blood-vessels,   and
the   slightest   injury   causes   them  to   bleed   freely.   They   pii>sr^   a   conside-

rable degree  of  heat,  grow  rapidly,  branch  off  into  several  ramifications,
and   gradually   harden.   They   are   covered   with   a   soft,   downy   skin,   and
arc   now   in   what   is   oiled   "velvet."   When   the   horns   are   fully   grown,
which  is   usually   in  July  Or  August,   the  buck  shows  a  restless  propensity
to   rid   himself   of   the   velvet   covering,   which   has   now  lost   its   heat,   and
become  dry.  hence  he  is  constantly  engaged  in  rubbing  his  horns  against
bushes  and  saplings,  often  destroying  the  trees  by  wounding  and  tearing
the  bark,  and  by  twisting  and  breaking  off"  the  tops.  The  system  of  bony
development  now  ceases  altogether,  and  the  horns  become  smooth,  hard,
and  solid.

The   does   are   fattest   from   November   to   January.   They   gradually   get
thinner   as   the   season   of   parturition   approaches,   and   grow   lean   whilst
suckling  their  young.

The   young   are,   in   Carolina,   produced   in   the   month   of   April   :   young
does,   however,   seldom   yean   till   May   or   June.   In   the   Northern   States,
they   bring   forth   a   little   later,   whilst   in   Florida   and   Texas   the   period   is
earlier.   It   is   a   remarkable,   but   well   ascertained   fact,   that   in   Alabama
and   Florida,   a   majority   of   the   fawns   are   produced   in   November.   The
doe  conceals  her  young  under  a  prostrate  tree-top,  or  in  a  thick  covert  of
grass,   visiting   them   occasionally   during   the   day.   especially   in   ihc   morn-

ing, evening,  and  at  night  The  young  fawns,  when  only  a  few  days  old,
are  often  found  in  so  sound  a  sleep  that  we  have,  on  several  occasions,
seen  them  taken  up  in  the  arms  before  they  became  conscious  that  they
were   captives.   They   are   easily   domesticated,   and   attach   themselves   to

vol.  n. — 29.
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their   keepers   in   a   few   hours.   A   friend   possesses   a   young   deer   that,
when   captured,   during   the   last   summer,   was   placed   with   a   she   goat,
which  reared  it,   and  the  parties  still   live  in  habits  of  mutual  attachment.
We   have   seen   others   reared   by   a   cow.   A   goat,   however,   becomes   the
best  foster-mother.   They  breed  in  confinement,   but  we  have  found  them
troublesome   pets.   A   pair   that   we   had   for   several   yeats,   were   in   the
habit  of  leaping  into  our  study  through  the  open  window,  and  when  the
sashes   were   down  they   still   bounced   through,   carrying   along   with   them
the  shattered  glasses.   They  also  seemed  to   have  imbibed  a   vitiated  and
morbid  taste,  licked  and  gnawed  the  covers  of  our  books,  and  created  con-

fusion among  our  papers.  No  shrub  in  the  garden,  however  valuable  to
us,   was   sacred   to   them;   they   gnawed   our   carriage   harness,   and   finally
pounced  upon  our  young  ducks  and  chickens,  biting  off  their  rteads  and
feet,  leaving  the  body  untouched.

The  doe  does  not  produce  young  until  she  is  two  years  old,  when  she
has  one  fawn.  If   in  good  order,   she  has  two  the  following  year.   A  very
large  and  healthy  doe  often  produces  three,  and  we  were  present  at  Goose
Creek  when  an   immense  one,   killed   by   J.   W.   Audubon,   was   ascertained,
on   being   opened,   to   contain   four   large   and   well   formed   fawns.   The
average  number  of  fawns  in  Carolina  is   two,  and  the  cases  where  three
are  produced  are  nearly  as  numerous  as  those  in  which  young  does  pro-

duce only  one  at  a  birth.
The  wild  doe  is  attached  to  her  young,  and  its  bleat  will  soon  bring  her

to   its   side,   if   she   is   within   hearing.   The   Indians   use   a   stratagem,   by
imitating  the  cry  of  the  fawn,  with  a  pipe  made  of  a  reed,  to  bring  up
the   mother,   which   is   easily   killed   by   their   arrows.   We   have   twice
observed  the  doe  called  up  by  this  imitation  of   the  voice  of   the  young.
She  is,  however,  so  timid  that  she  makes  no  effort  in  defence  of  her  cap-

tured offspring,  and  bounds  off  at  the  sight  of  man.
The  common  Deer  is  a  gregarious  animal,  being  found  on  our  western

prairies   in   immense   scattered   herds   of   several   hundred.   After   the
rutting  season  the  males,  as  we  have  before  stated,  herd  together  and  it  is
only  during  the  season  of  intercourse  that  both  sexes  are  found  in  com
pany.   The   does,   however,   although   congregating   during   a   considerable
portion  of  the  year,  are  less  gregarious  than  many  species  of  African  an-

telopes, the  buffalo,  or  our  domestic  sheep;  as  they  are  found  during  the
summer  separated  from  the  rest  of  the  gang  or  troop,  and  are  only  accom-

panied by  their  young.
The  Deer  is  one  of  the  most  silent  of  animals,  and  scarcely  possesses

any   notes   of   recognition.   The   fawn   has   a   gentle   bleat   that   might   be
heard  by  the  keen  ears  of  its  mother  at  the  distance  probably  of  a  hundred
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vards   We   have   never   heard   the   voice   of   the   female   beyond   a   mere
murmur  when  calling;  her  young,  except  when  shot,  when  she  often  bleats
loudly   like   a   calf   in   pain.   The   buck   when   suddenly   started   sometimes
utters  a  snort,  and  we  have  at  nighl  heard  him  emitting  a  shrill  whistling
SOUndj   not   unlike   that   of   the   chamois   of   the   Alps,   that   could   be
heard   al   the   distance   of   half   a   mile.   The   keen   sense   of   smell   the
Deer   possess   enables   them   to   follow   each   other's   tracks.   W<   have   ob-

served them  smelling  on  the  ground  and  thus  following  each  other's
trail   I'or   miles.   We   were   on   an   autumnal   morning   seated   on   a   log
in  the  pine  lands  of  Carolina  when  a  doe  came  running  past  11s.  In  the
course  often  minutes  we  observed  a  buck  in  pursuit)  with  his  nose  near
the   ground,   following   in   all   the   windings   of   her   course.   Half   an   hour
afterwards  came  a  second  buck,  and  during  another  interval  a  third  small
buck   pursued   the   same   trail.     The   sighl    appears   imperfect  —  as
we  have  often,   when  standing  still,   perceived  the   Deer   passing  within   a
few  yards  without  observing  us,  but  we  have  often  noticed  the  affrighted
start  when  we  moved  our  position  or  when  they  scented  us  by  the  wind.
On  one  occasion  We  had  tied  our  horse  tor  some  time   at  a  stand  ; — on   his
becoming   restless   we   removed   him   to   a   distance  —  a   Deer   pursued   by
dogs  ran  near  the  spot  where  the  horse  had  originally  stood,  caught  the
scent,   started  suddenly   back,   and  passed  within   a   few  feet   of   the   spot
where   we   were   Standing,   without   having   observed   us.   Their   sense   ot
hearing  is  as  keen  as  that  of  smell.  In  crawling  towards  them  in  an  open
wood,   against   the  wind,   you  may  approach  within  gain  shot,   but   if   you
unfortunately   break   a   stick,   or   create   a   rustling   among  the   leaves,   they
start  away  in  an  instant.

This   animal   cannot   exist   without   water,   being   obliged   nightly   to   visit
some  stream  or   spring   for   the   purpose   of   drinking.   During   the   present
year  (1850)  a  general  drought  prevailed  throughout  our  southern  countrv.
On   the   Hunting   Islands   between   Beaufort   and   Savannah,   the   Deer,   we
were   informed,   nearly   all   perished   in   consequence   of   the   streams   on
these   Islands   having   dried   up.   Deer   are   fond   of   salt,   and   like   many
other   wild   animals   resort   instinctively   to   salt-licks   or   saline   springs.
The   hunters,   aware   of   this   habit,   watch   at   these   "   licks."   as   they   are
called,  and  destroy  vast  numbers  of  them.  \Y'.  have  visited  some  of  these
pools,  and  seen  the  Deer  resorting:  to  them  in  the  mornings  and  evenings
and  by  moon  light  They  did  not  appear  to  visit  them  for  the  mere  purpose
of   drinking,   but   after   walking   around   the   sides,   commenced   licking   the
stones  and  the  earth  on  the  edges,  preferring  in  this  manner  to  obtain  this
agreeable  condiment,   to   taking;   a   sudden  draught   and  then  retiring.   On
the  contrary  they  lingered   for  half  .an  hour  around  the  spring,  and  after
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having  strayed  away  for  some  distance,  they  otten  returned  a  second  and
even  a  third  time  to  scrape  the  sides  of  it,  and  renew  the  licking  process.
Our  common  Deer  may  be  said  to  be  nocturnal  in  its  habits,  yet  on  the
prairies,   or   in  situations  where  seldom  disturbed,   herds  of   Deer  may  be
seen   feeding   late   in   the   morning   and   early   in   the   afternoon.   Their
time  for   rest,   in   such  situations,   is   generally   the   middle   of   the   day.   In
the   Atlantic   States,   where   constantly   molested   by   the   hunters,   they   are
seldom  seen  after  sunrise,  and  do  not  rise  from  their  bed  until  the  dusk  of
the  evening.   The  Deer   is   more  frequently   seen  feeding  in   the  day  time
during   spring   and   summer,   than   in   winter  ;   a   rainy   day,   and   snowy
wintery   weather,   also   invite   it   to   leave   its   uncomfortable   hiding   place
and  indulge   in   its   roaming   habits.   We   have   no   doubt,   that   in   localities
where   Deer   have   been   constantly   hunted,   they,   from   a   sense   of   fear,
allow  you  to   approach  much  nearer   to   their   place   of   concealment   than
in   situations   where   they   are   seldom   disturbed.   They   continue   lying
still,  not  because  they  are  asleep  or  unaware  of  your  approach,  but  because
they   are   afraid   to   expose   themselves   to   view,   and   hope   by   close   con-

cealment to  be  passed  without  being  observed.  We  have  seen  them
lying  with   their   hind  legs   drawn  under   them  ready  for   a   spring — their
ears  pressed  flat  on  the  sides  of  the  neck,  and  their  eyes  keenly  watch-

ing every  movement  of   the  intruder.   Under  these  circumstances  your
only   chance   of   success   is   to   ride   slowly   around   the   animal   as   if   he
was   not   observed,   and   suddenly   fire   before   he   leaps   from   his   bed.
This  effect  of  fear,  on  your  near  approach,  is  not  confined  to  our  Deer;
it   may   be   seen   in   the   common   partridge,   the   snipe,   and   other   game
birds.   Before   being   hunted,   they   are   restless  —  are   unwilling   to   assume
the   crouching   posture   called   setting,   and   rise   at   a   distance   from   their
pursuers  ;  but  after  having  been  a  few  times  disturbed  and  shot  at,  they,
in  the  language  of  sportsmen,  become  tame,  and  permit  themselves  to  be
nearly   trodden   on   before   they   can   be   induced   to   rise  ;   this   apparent
tameness  is  in  reality  wildness,   and  their  squatting  and  hiding  the  effect
of  terror  to  which  they  are  prompted  by  an  instinct   of   self-preservation.

The   gait   of   this   Deer   is   various.   In   walking   it   carries   its   head   very
low,   and   pursues   its   course   cautiously   and   silently,   occasionally   moving
its  ears  and  whisking  its  tail  ;   the  largest  animal  is  usually  the  leader  of
the   herd,   which   travel   in   what   is   called   Indian   file,   there   seldom  being
two  abreast.   Walking  is  the  ordinary  pace  of  the  Deer  unless  frightened,
or   in   some  state   of   excitement.   When  first   started,   without   being  much
alarmed,   it   gives   two   or   three   springs,   alighting   with   apparent   awk-

wardness on  three  feet — and  immediately  afterwards  resting  on  the  oppo-
site side,  erecting  its  white  tail  and  throwing  it  from  side  to  side.     A  fe  w
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biirh  bounds  succeed,  whilst  the  head  is  turned  in  every  direction  toon
i*   to  detect  the  cause  of  alarm.      The  leaps  and  high  boundings  of  the
Deer  are  so  graceful  thai  we  have  never  witnessed  them  without  exi

nl  and  admiration.  When,  however,  the  Deer  observes  you  before  it  is
routed  from  its  bed,  il  bolts  off  with  a  rush,  running  low  to  the  ground,
with  its  head  and  tail  on  n  line  with  the  body, and  lor  a  few  hundred  yards
rivalling  the  speed  of  a  race  horse.  l>nt  this  rattling  pace  cannol  be  kept.
up  for  any  length  of  time — after  the  Erst  burst  its  speed  slackens,  ii  loams
at   the   mouth,   and   exhibits   other   evidences   of   fatigue.   We   have   some-

times seen  it  overtaken  and  turned  by  an  active  rider  in  the  open  wood,
and   under   other   favourable   circumstances,   and   on   on   on   a   fa!   buck
was   headed   by   a   fearless   driver,   lashed   with   his   whip,   brought   to   bay,
and   finally   knocked   in   the   head   and   taken   without   having   been   shot.
We  have  witnessed  a  few  instances  where  a  pack  of  hounds,  after  a  four
hour-*  chase,  succeeded  in  running  down  a  Deer.  These  cases  are,  how  ever,
rave,   nor  would  we  give  any  encouragement  to  this  furious  Sylvan  i
in   which   the   horse   and   his   mad   rider   are   momentarily   exposed   to   the
danger  of  a  broken  neck  from  the  many  holes  in  the  pine  lands.  The  Deer,
after   an   attempt   al   bringing   ii   to   hay.   frequently   succeeds   in   escaping
from  the  hunter  and  the  hounds,  by  dashing  into  a  swamp  or  crossing  a
river,   and  even  should  it   be  captured,  after  a  long  chase  the  venison  is
found  to  be  insipid  and  of  no  value.

In  riding  through  the  woods  at  night  in  the  vicinity  of  Deer,  we  have
often  heard  them  stamp  their  feet,  the  bucks  on  such  occasions  giving  a
loud  snort,   then  bounding  off   for   a   few  yards   and  again   repeating   the
Stamping  and  snorting,  which  appear  to  be  nocturnal  habits.

Deer  lake  the  water  freely,   and  swim  with  considerable  rapidity  :   their
bodies   are   on   such   occasions   submerged,   their   heads   only   being
visible  above  the  surface.   We  have  witnessed  them  crossing  broad  rivers
and   swimming;   the   distance   of   two   miles.   When   thus   under   way.   they
cleave   the   water   with   such   celerity   that   a   boat   nn   scarcely   overtake
them.

Along  our  southern  sea-board  the  Peer,   when  fatigued  by  the  hounds,
plunge  into  the  surf  and  swim  otf  for  a  mile  or  two,  floating;  or  swim-

ming; back  with  the  returning  tide,  when  they  ascend  the  beach  near  the
same  place  where  they  entered  the  water.

As  already  remarked,  the  flesh  of  our  common  Deer  is  the  best  flavoured
and  most  easy  of  digestion  of  all  the  species  with  which  we  art-  acquainted,
except   the  black-tailed  Deer  :   il   is   superior   to   the  Elk   or   Moose  of   our
country,   or   the   red   Deer   or   Roebuck   of   Europe.   It   is,   however,   only   a
delicacy  when  it  is  fat,  which  is  generally  the  case  from  the  beginning  of
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August   to   the   month   of   December.   In   Carolina,   the   haunch   and   loin
only  are  served  up  on  the  tables  of  the  planters,  the  shoulders  and  skin
are   the   perquisites   of   the   driver,   or   negro   huntsman.   The   Indians   eat
every  part  of  the  Deer,  not  omitting  the  entrails  and  the  contents  of  the
stomach  —  the   latter   many   of   the   tribes   devour   raw,   without   subjecting
them  to  any  cooking  or  roasting  process.  It  is  stated,  even  by  white  men,
that   the   stomach,   with   all   its   half-digested   ingredients,   is   very   palatable.
Hunger   and  hardships   seldom  fail   to   give   a   zest   to   the   appetite.   Vege-

table food  is  scarce  in  the  wilderness  or  on  the  prairies.  The  traveller
who  has  long  been  obliged  to  sleep  in  a  tent  and  make  his  toilet  in  the
woods,  soon  becomes  indifferent  to  the  etiquette  of  civilized  life,  and  does
not  inquire  whether  his  dish  has  been  prepared  according  to  the  recipe  of
the   cookery-books.   A   Deer   paunch   contains   a   mixture   of   many   ingre-

dients, picked  up  from  various  shrubs,  seeds,  and  grasses,  and  may  become
a  substitute  for  vegetables  where  the  kitchen-garden  has  not  yet  been  in-

troduced. According  to  a  northern  traveller  (Lyon's  Narrative,  p.  242),
who  referred,   however,   to   another  animal,   the  reindeer  of   our   continent,
it  is  "  acid  and  rather  pungent,  resembling  a  mixture  of  sorrel  and  radish
leaves,"   its   smell   like   li   fresh   brewer's   grains."   As   we   have   never   been
subjected  to  the  necessity  of  testing  the  virtues  of  this  primitive  chowder,
we  are  unable  to  pronounce  it  a  delicacy,  and  must  leave  the  decision  to
those  who  may  be  disposed  to  make  the  experiment.

The  capture  of  the  common  Deer  exercised  the  ingenuity  and  patience
of  the  Indian,  ages  before  the  pale  faces  intruded  on  his  hunting-grounds,
with   their   rifles,   their   horses,   and   hounds.   He   combatted   with   the   wolf
and  the  cougar  for  their  share  of  the  prey,  leaving  on  our  minds  a  melan-

choly impression  of  the  near  approach  of  the  condition  of  savage  life  to
that   of   the   brute   creation.   Different   modes   of   hunting   were   suggest-

ed  by   the   peculiar   face   of   the   localities   of   the   country,   and  the   de-
grees of  intelligence  or  native  cunning  of  the  several  tribes.  The  bow

and  arrow  evidently  must  have  been  in  common  use  throughout  the  whole
length  and  breadth  of  our  land,  as  the  numerous  arrow-heads  still   every
where  turned  up  by  the  plough  abundantly  attest.

The  Rein   Deer,   inhabiting   the   extensive,   cold,   and  inhospitable   regions
of  the  British  possessions  to  the  north  of  Quebec,  were  caught  in  snares
manufactured  from  the  hide,  and  sometimes  of  the  sinews,  of  the  animal.
During  the  season  of  their  annual  migrations,  rude  fences  of  brush-wood
were  constructed,   which  were  a   mile  or   two  apart   at   the  entrance,   nar-

rowing down  to  nearly  a  point  at  the  other  end,  in  which  the  snares  were
placed,  and  at.  the  termination  of  this  "  cul  de  sac  "  was  erected  a  high
fence  or  pound,  secured  by  stakes,  stones,  and   other  strong  materials,  in
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which  the  Deer   that   escaped  from  the  snares   were  finally   enclosed  and
shot   with   arrows.   The   common   Deer,   however,   is   more   suspicious   and
timid,   and   will   seldom   Buffer   itself   to   he   circumvented   in   this   manner.

The  American  Rein  Deer  is  also  brought  near  to  the  hunter  lying  in  wait
behind  the  concealment  of  a  clump  of  bushes,  or  beap  of  stones,  by  the
waving  of  a  small  (lag  of  cloth,  or  a  deer's  tail,  which,  exciting  its  atten-

tion, it  falls  a  sacrifice  to  its  curiosity.  This  stratagem  is  also  successfully
practised  on  our  western  prong-horned  Antelope.

The  Common  Deer  is  frequently  brought  within  bowshot  by  the  Indians,
who  call  up  the  does,  as  we  have  alreadj  mentioned,  by  imitating,  with  a
pipe  made  of  a  reed,  the  bleating  of  the  fawn,  and  also  the  bucks,  l>\  an
imitation  of  the  shrill,   whistling  sound  which  they  emit  during  the  rutting
season.   The   wily   savage   often   clothes   himself   in   the   hide   of   a   D
with   the   horns   and  ears   attached— imitating  the   walk   and  other   actions
of  the   animal,  by   which   means  he   is  enabled   to   approach    and    almost
mingle   with   the   herd,   and   kill   several   with   his   arrows   before   they   take
the  alarm.     Since  the   introduction  of   lire-arms,  however,   many  tribes  of
Indians  have  laid  aside  the  bow  and  arrow,   and    adopted    the    gun.      The
traders  who  visit  them,  usually   supply  them  with  an   inferior  article,  and
we  have  never  seen  any  considerable  number  o\'  Indians  expert  in  the  use
of  the  ritle.      The  late  Dr.  Lbitnbr  informed  us  that  the   Florida   Indians
seldom  shot  at  a  Deer  beyond  twenty-live  or  thirty  yards,  exercising  great
patience  and  caution  before  they  ventured  on  liriiiLf  ;  the  result,  however,
under   these   favourable   circumstances,   was   usually   successful.   We  belii
the  Indians  of  -North  America  never  used  poisoned  arrows  in  the  destruc-

tion of  game,  like  the  natives  of  Caffraria  ;\n<\  other  portions  of  Africa,  or
the  aborigines  of   Brazil   and  the  neighbouring  regions  of   South  America.

The  white  man  conducts  his  hunting  excursions  in  various  modes  suited
to  his  tastes  and  adapted  to  the  nature  of  the  country  in  which  he  resides.
In  mountainous,  rocky  regions,  where  horses  cannot   be  used  with  advan-

tage, he  goes  on  foot,  armed  with  a  ritle,  carries  no  dog,  and  seek-   for
the  Deer  in  such  situations  as  his  sagacity  and  experience  suggest.     He
either  espies  him  in  his  bed,  or  silently  steals  upon  him  behind   the  covert
of  the  stem  of   a  large  tree   whilst   he  is   feeding,   and   leisurely  takes  a
steady  and  fatal  aim.     On  the  contrary,  in    situations   adapted   to   riding,
where    the   woods   are   thickly   clothed   with   underbrush,   where   here   and
there   wide   openings   exist   between   briar-patches,   and   clumps   of   myrtle-
bushes,  as  in  the  Southern  States,  the  Deer  are  almost  universally  chased
with    hounds,    and    instead    of  the  ritle,    double-barrelled    deer-guns,  of
different  sizes,  carrying  from  twelve  to  twenty  buck-shot,  are  alone  made
use  of  by  the  hunters.
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